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Editor

Valuable Resources Supporting Exciting Efforts at the Institute
This summer was an exciting time at the Institute. It
marked our eighth year of undergraduate research that
includes not only scientific research but land management,
art, and writing. We also had three additions: a children’s
natural play area, an enhanced entryway, and a
greenhouse. All of these efforts strengthen our ability to
fulfill our mission to inspire appreciation and stewardship
of our environment. But there are two very important
resources that lie behind these more visual enhancements:
our strong and growing group of donors and our talented
and dedicated staff members.
In June we celebrated a kickoff of the new Pierce Cedar
Creek Institute Giving Society to thank donors who provide
support to develop our facilities and programs. While the Executive Director Michelle Skedgell
funds raised through memberships help with our operating expenses, donations above
and beyond memberships are necessary for our growing list of projects and programs
like ScienceStrong, biological field station research, and our endowment fund at the
Barry Community Foundation. I can’t emphasize enough what having a generous and
committed group of supporters means. One simple example of this dedication is when
Doug and Margaret DeCamp stepped up to help with the new entryway. When preparing
for the project, I realized it would take more money than I originally thought. Not wanting
to delay it, I called Doug, explained what I was working on, and after a few questions,
he agreed to help. The project began immediately and is an incredible improvement for
those visiting the Institute.
Equally important is our dedicated group of staff members. You might think I’m biased,
but I’m convinced by what I see every day: individuals who are smart, caring, and
hardworking. Whether it’s the education, marketing, facilities, kitchen, or administrative
staff, we have a crew committed to running a high quality, efficient operation. For
instance, this summer I talked to Chef Paul Vugteveen about fulfilling a dinner purchased
at last fall’s Latesummer Night’s Green. Paul had just informed us he was leaving to start
his own business but was staying through the summer to help through our busy season.
I wanted to see if the donor could schedule the dinner during the summer. Otherwise, I
would refund his donation. Paul said, “Don’t worry. I will take care of it either while I’m
here or after I’m gone. One way or another, I’ll make sure it is taken care of.”
Our supporters and our staff are creating a culture of excellence in everything they do—
valuable resources anyone associated with the Institute should be proud of.
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Local Conservation Issues
Batty about Bats
Often misunderstood, the more than
1,300 bat species worldwide play key
roles in the environment and economy. In
Michigan all native bats are insectivores,
so bats are important for pest control. In
fact, researchers recently found that bats
are critical in combating corn crop pests,
saving more than $1 billion a year in crop
damage worldwide. It has been estimated
that a single bat colony can eat almost
1.3 million insects a year, with one bat
eating 2,000 to 6,000 insects a night!
In other areas of the world, fruit-eating
bats are crucial in pollination and seed
dispersal. Over 500 plant species rely on
bats for pollinating their flowers such as
bananas, peaches, and mangos, and bats
have been used to help scatter seeds and
restore tropical rainforests.
Despite their benefits, there are
unfortunately many myths surrounding
bats. For example, the phrase “as blind
as a bat” is simply not true. Bats are
not blind, and most can see as well as
humans. Some bats use echolocation—
their version of sonar—to hunt at night
while others have large eyes to hunt in

Bats of the World

Friday, November 3			

6:30 – 8 pm

Although humans have “learned” to fly in
airplanes within the last century, bats are
the only mammal capable of true flight.
Come learn about and see these amazing
creatures in a live-animal program presented
by the Organization of Bat Conservation. This
program will include an insect-eating bat from
North America, a leaf-nosed bat from South
America, and flying fox bats from Africa. Learn
about bats’ important role in the environment
and bat conservation practices from the
Great Lakes Region and beyond.
Member Adults $6, Children $4

Non-Member Adults $10, Children $6

the daylight. Most bats also do not “go
batty.” Although bats are the most common
rabid animal in Michigan, rabies is found
in less than 1% of the general population.
Moreover, no matter how many scary
movies you’ve seen, most bats are gentle
and would much rather avoid people than
attack. There are only three species of
vampire bats, and all three live in Central
and South America. Vampire bats primarily
feed on cattle and will only take a small

Hibernating little brown bats infected with white nose syndrome.

amount of blood, similar to the relationship
between humans and mosquitoes.
In 2014, white-nose syndrome, a disease
named for its distinctive fungal growth
around the mouths and wings of hibernating
bats, was confirmed in Michigan. This
fungus thrives in caves where bats
hibernate and forces infected bats to
frequently wake up, causing them to quickly
use up their fat reserves and eventually
starve to death. Since its introduction from
Europe in 2006, an estimated 6.7 million
bats have died in the United States. Despite
efforts to contain it, white-nose syndrome
continues to spread and, as of 2016, was
responsible for an 80% decline in bat
populations across 29 states. Of the nine
Michigan-native bat species, the northern
long-eared and Indiana bats are on the
federal endangered species list, and their
populations continue to decline due to this
disease. These two bat species reside in
Barry County, and the Indiana bat has been
documented at the Institute.

Al Hicks, NYSDEC, Bugwood.org

There are many ways you can help Michigan’s bats:
• Avoid disturbing hibernating bats. Sure, exploring caves and mines is exciting, but please comply with
all closures and regulations and stay away from hibernating bats.
• Whenever possible, leave dead and dying trees standing. Most bats roost in trees, and it is important to protect their natural
habitat. If it is not possible to leave dead trees, build a bat box in your backyard. Place the box in full sun, at least 15 feet off the
ground, and ideally near a water source. Bats are less attracted to boxes mounted on trees because it’s too easy for predators to
capture them, and branches obstruct their exit. Also, painting your box a darker color also will help keep it warmer for bats.
• Become a citizen scientist by joining online projects like Bat Detective (batdetective.org) that allow volunteers to help scientists
identify bat calls from recordings.
• Learn more about bats and their benefits and become a “bat ambassador” to your friends, family, and neighbors. To find out more
about these fascinating mammals, join us for our Bats of the World program on Friday, November 3.
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Creating a Natural Play Area: The Play Space
This summer and continuing into the fall, Pierce Cedar Creek
Institute is building The Play Space, a unique play area that
incorporates an “Animal Olympics” activity area along with
natural play spaces. Institute staff had been interested
in creating a fun and engaging attraction for children and
families for a number of years. Thanks to a grant from the
Spectrum Health Pennock Foundation and to the hard work of
staff and volunteers, this dream is becoming a reality.
Natural play areas have been a recreation trend around the
country, especially at nature centers. They differ from regular
playgrounds by incorporating natural features—tree stumps,
rocks, natural topography, water features, and plants—into a
play area and minimizing the usage of standard playground
equipment made from plastic and metal. These natural
play areas encourage youth to explore, play, and challenge
themselves while interacting with the natural world.
The Institute also included an “Animal Olympics” area first
viewed by the Institute’s Board member Joe Pierce while in
Kentucky. The Institute was able to secure authorization to
recreate the signs that encourage children to hang from a
bar like a bat or balance on one foot like a great blue heron.
Seven different animals and activity areas are dispersed
throughout the natural play area.
Play has always been important for children. For the Institute
the desire to create a natural play area comes out of the
Institute’s mission to inspire appreciation and stewardship of
our environment. The Institute wants youth to have positive
experiences in nature. While at first glance it may seem like it
is just for fun, it is actually a critical way that children develop
physical and social skills. Running, jumping, and swinging all
help to build and develop muscles, joints, and coordination.
Natural play areas inspire more creative and imaginative
play than traditional playgrounds (1). Outdoor play that
entails some “risky” challenges is good for children’s health,
creativity, social skills, and resilience (2). Plus, imaginative
play helps build relationships and provides opportunities for
children to practice social interactions and adult activities.
Outdoor play in natural areas also helps children develop a
bond with the natural world. When children who have spent
time in unstructured play outdoors become adults, they tend
to have an increased concern for the environment (3). They
are also more willing to work to protect it.
The Institute’s play area has these benefits in mind. There
are several different zones designed for different activities.
One area is designed to encourage imaginative play with
structures and manipulative objects that allow children to
creatively make up their own situations and build objects for
play. Another area is oriented towards physical play. This area
contains options for children to jump, balance, and climb.
Finally, there are also places for parents and for children
who need a rest. They provide opportunities for quiet and
for observing the action. Local natural materials were used
exclusively for the natural play areas. Donations helped keep
the project within budget. Large boulders for climbing were
donated by Top Grade Aggregate. Volunteers Larry and Barb
Case donated locust poles used to make “Lincoln Logs,”

Proposed design for the Institute’s Natural Play Area

and AHS Landscape donated pavers for paths. Education Director Sara
Syswerda’s husband, Tim, built the entry door that includes a special
entry for children. Mike and Cathy McMinn from Treecology donated
many of the native landscaping plants and volunteered their time to plant
them.
Ultimately, the goal of The Play Space is to create an area that
encourages families to spend more time outside together and to create
opportunities for young people to engage the natural world around them
in a fun and interactive way. The Play Space will be open and accessible
the same hours as the rest of the Institute property, from dawn until
dusk every day of the week. For more information and resources on the
benefits of outdoor play check out childrenandnature.org.
Sources: 1. Alapo, Lola. Natural Playgrounds More Beneficial to Children, Inspire More
Play. Tennessee Today. tntoday.utk.edu/2012/10/11/study-natural-playgroundsbeneficial-children/.
2. Brussoni, M, et al. “What is the Relationship between Risky Outdoor Play and
Health in Children? A Systematic Review.” Int. J. Environ. Res. Public Health. 2015, 12
(6) 6432-6454.
3. Cornell University. “’Wild’ Nature Play Before Age 11 Fosters Adult
Environmentalism.” ScienceDaily. 13 March 2006. sciencedaily.com/
releases/2006/03/060313183552.htm.

Save the Date!

The Play Space Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony
Thursday, October 5, 2017
4 – 6 pm

Join us as we celebrate the new children’s play area with healthy
snacks, exciting speakers, and fun for the entire family.
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Biological Field Station Update
Grassland Bird Research
Pierce Cedar Creek Institute has a problem. Since 1999 stewardship staff at the
Institute has worked to build prairie habitat in the old fields found on the property.
Their work has been great at improving the diversity of native plants and insects at
the Institute. Many animals, including the eastern massasauga rattlesnake, have also
benefited. However, there is one group that has not taken to the prairie areas yet in
big numbers: grassland birds.
Grassland birds native to this part of Michigan include a number of different species
that depend on large open grassy areas to complete their lifecycles. Unfortunately,
there is a shortage of grasslands in this part of Michigan to provide habitat for
Henslow’s sparrows, grasshopper sparrows, bobolinks, eastern meadowlarks, and
savannah sparrows. In fact, the Henslow’s sparrow is endangered in Michigan, and
the grasshopper sparrow is considered a species of special concern. All grassland
birds nest on the ground in grass, hidden from easy view of predators. They also rely
upon the rich insect diversity of the grasslands to feed their young. Researchers and
birders occasionally see these birds at the Institute; however, they have not regularly
nested here.
A number of past researchers have noticed the lack of these species at the Institute
and have been investigating why they are not nesting here for the past couple of
years. Beginning in 2016 projects coordinated by Darren Proppe from Calvin College
and Rob Keys at Cornerstone University have worked to identify the causes of this
problem and to find ways of attracting these birds to the Institute. While working
together, they are testing out two different hypotheses. The first is that the birds do
not recognize that the Institute’s property is good habitat. The second is that there is
some feature of the Institute’s habitat that makes it unattractive to the birds.
To test the idea that the birds have not recognized that the Institute is now good
habitat, Dr. Proppe and his students Chace Scholten and Kristin Strydhorst put
customized playback devices into the prairies that play bird calls. These recordings
function like social media, letting birds that might be in the area know that this is
a good place to live. This method has shown to be effective with a number of bird
species, especially when new habitat is created. The speakers were out during the
spring and summer of 2016 and 2017. They had not collected and analyzed all of the
results in time for this article, but it seems that despite the success in other areas,
the recorded birdcalls have not attracted as many birds as they had hoped.
The Cornerstone researchers have focused on the impact of vegetation structure
on the birds. In 2016 Dr. Keys, Travis Mangione, and Michael Hindy spent their
summer finding bird nests and analyzing the vegetative structure at their study
sites. They found differences in grassland vegetation at the different locations
that corresponded to the willingness of grassland birds to nest there. In particular,
they found that the warm-season grasses at the Institute created taller and thicker
vegetation in the spring. This corresponded with fewer grassland birds. It may be that
grassland birds prefer nesting in areas with vegetation that is less dense or has a
different structure. Dr. Keys did not have a research project at the Institute in 2017
but hopes to return in 2018 to further research this topic. To assist with his research,
the Institute will mow the prairie on the Brewster Lake trail and the prairies near the
entrance to reduce the amount of vegetation. He hypothesizes that the mowing might
help to create a structure that is more attractive to the grassland birds.
Ultimately, the Institute hopes that the prairie areas will be as attractive and
beneficial to these unique bird species as they are to the creatures that are already
here. Many creatures have difficulty finding good habitat. The long-term survival of
these grassland birds depends upon places like the Institute and other public and
private conserved lands that create space for them to thrive.
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Henslow’s sparrow

Don Henise creativecommons.org

Grasshopper sparrow
Alan Schmierer creativecommons.org

Bobolink

Savannah sparrow

Tim Jeffers creativecommons.org

Fyn Kynd creativecommons.org

Cedar Creek Scenery
Entryway Improvements Underway
Currently, the Institute is making several improvements to
the main entryway. “The entryway improvement will be a
much needed enhancement for our guests as they enter the
property,” said Executive Director Michelle Skedgell. “We all
know first impressions count, and this is definitely an upgrade
for us.”
The improvements were made possible by grants from the
Robert and Mary Cary Foundation, as well as the Douglas A.
Proposed entry improvements
& Margaret E. DeCamp Foundation. The improvements begin
with a new 10 foot x 12 foot stone welcome sign at the entrance on Cloverdale
Road. Tripp Stone Company, who is doing the stonework, is also installing
fourteen pillars that will line both the entry and exit of the Institute. “The new sign
and stone pillars will direct guests to the main campus area, and next year we
hope to add an information kiosk that will provide guests specific information on
the trails and site, along with timely seasonal information,” said Skedgell.

Tripp Stone Company hard at work

A portion of the stone is from the Institute grounds; the rest is from a neighboring
property. Four pillars incorporate solar lighting fixtures.
Other improvements include new parking near Cloverdale Road. Visitors will also
see new landscaping around the signage donated by Treecology Nursery near
Delton. The landscaping will include native Michigan shrubs with some grasses
and wildflowers from the prairies.

Partially completed stone pillars

The entryway will be completed by fall 2017.

Autumn Leaf Ecology
Many visitors to the northeastern United States are awed by the fall colors of so many of our trees and shrubs. Some even plan their
visits here for just that purpose. For those of us who happen to live here, we should count our blessings to be able to see such beauty,
often without even leaving our own backyards.
But why is it that we are so fortunate in this way while so much else of the world is not? It has everything to do with our climate. Our
warm summers and cold winters allow for vivid red, yellow, and orange fall colors. How does this happen?
The color of plant leaves comes from molecules called pigments. Green leafed plants contain chlorophyll, which they use to harness the
sun’s energy to produce the food they need to live. Chlorophyll is a generic term for a mixture of associated pigments. The most common
are chlorophyll A, chlorophyll B, xanthophyll, and carotene (carotin). As the days gradually become shorter and cooler in the fall, the
chlorophylls break down, leaving the characteristic yellow color of xanthophyll and carotene. If there is a lot sun and cool temperatures,
sugars will form and promote the
formation of anthocyanins, which are red.
This temperature and light dependent
sugar formation is why the same maple
tree, for example, may be primarily yellow
one fall and mostly red or a mixture of
red and yellow the next fall. The amount
of sunlight and cold influence what colors
will show the most when the chlorophyll is
broken down.
Enjoy the Institute’s fall colors at A Tree
Story Hike on Saturday, October 14.
The maples, sassafras, dogwoods, and
sumacs are sure to be brilliant. See page
10 for more information.
Fall photos taken at the Institute by Jim Toburen.
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Cedar Creek Scenery
Thank you to Chef Paul!

The Grand Passage: Fall Duck Migration

Everyone at Pierce Cedar Creek Institute
is sad to announce Chef and Hospitality
Coordinator Paul Vugteveen left his
position in August. Before coming to
the Institute, Paul worked for Avalon
International Breads and made pastries at
Zingerman’s Bake House in Ann Arbor. He
also worked at Brines Farm in Dexter, MI.

Fall duck migration in Michigan can be a thing of
beauty that is often only equaled by the mesmerizing
changing of tree colors. The migration begins with
cooler temperatures and changes in photoperiod,
the amount of daylight to darkness, in late
September that trigger intensive feeding and staging
of ducks throughout the state. The blue-winged teal,
green-winged teal, and northern pintail are some
of the first species of duck to migrate out of the
state, leaving in late September for their wintering
grounds to the south. Other dabbling duck species
like mallards and black ducks and diving ducks
progress southward as colder temperatures freeze
open water and reduce available food resources.
Occasionally, strong cold fronts can push massive
numbers of ducks into migration simultaneously,
resulting in what is known as the “grand passage.”
This event most recently occurred in November of
1995 with the concentration of waterfowl so great
that it forced the grounding of commercial airline
flights in many Midwestern states.

While at the Institute, Paul concentrated
on developing a creative and satisfying
menu that catered to all tastes. He said
the experience has helped him grow
tremendously as a chef. “I was forced to
think outside of the box,” said Vugteveen.
“I personally realized how big a crutch it
was to rely on meat and animal products,
and to find substitutes has given me a lot
of room for creativity and autonomy to help
me develop unique recipes.”
Next, he will be pursuing a number of
entrepreneurial opportunities. He and
his partner Lindsey Palar are beginning
a business to capture the vegan niche in
the Battle Creek and Kalamazoo area.
He will provide a variety of offerings such
as catering, personal chef services, inhome cooking instruction, and cooking
demos. In addition, he will consult with
organizations and businesses to increase
their sustainable food options.
“I hear from several individuals who
are looking for vegan options or want to
eat vegan at a restaurant but only have
one option,” said Vugteveen. “There is
a growing demand for these types of
services, and our goal is to provide vegan
options that taste good and are satisfying.”
Vugteveen intends
to stay active at
the Institute as a
volunteer. He is
also a volunteer
with the Juvenile
Diabetes Research
Foundation (JDRF)
and Connected
in Motion, a
mentorship program
based in Canada.
To get in touch with Paul, contact him
at paul.vugteveen@gmail.com or call
(269) 220-0915.
Good luck, Paul!

Blue-winged Teal
Pete Richman creativecommons.org

Green-winged Teal
Fyn Kynd creativecommons.org

These migratory patterns and behaviors were discovered from data collected through the
annual process of duck banding. Biologists throughout North America have been placing
aluminum leg bands on ducks since 1922 in an effort to learn more about duck flyways,
survival rate, and harvest. The stewardship department will be assisting the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources this fall with wood duck and mallard banding at various
locations at the Institute in a continuing effort to learn more about our resident ducks. If
you want to learn more about the duck banding program and waterfowl migration at the
Institute, please contact Stewardship Manager Corey Lucas at (269) 721-4198 or lucasc@
cedarcreekinstitute.org.

Fungi in the Fall
Fungi are fascinating features of the fall landscape. While
most Michiganders think of spring morels, fall is the best
time to find a wide variety of wild fungi displaying their own
“fall colors” from brilliant yellows, reds, purples, to shades
of browns and blacks. On or around fallen logs and on living
trees are the best places to look for fungi, especially after
a large rainstorm since cool, moist conditions trigger the
fruiting body.
While commonly assumed to be related to plants, fungi
are more closely related to animals and cannot make their
own food but absorb nutrients from their environment.
Four common fall fungi seen on the Institute’s property are
puffballs, chicken of the woods, dead man’s fingers, and
corals. Puffballs mainly grow on rotting trees or the forest
Fall fungi at the Institute
floor. They are edible when young, but as they age, their
centers dry out and form millions of spores, which they “puff” out. Chicken of the woods
are typically found in colonies on dead or mature hardwoods such as oak or beech.
Colonies of this bright yellow-orange fungus can be up to three feet wide and are named
for their chicken-like flavor. Dead man’s fingers are wood-rotting fungi that specialize on
breaking down sugars. Although related to morels, they are inedible and resemble the
blackened fingers of the undead reaching up from the ground. Reminiscent of undersea
coral, corals are commonly found on fallen logs or near deciduous or pine trees and are
known to form a beneficial association with the roots of living trees.
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A Place to Meet and Volunteer
Volunteer Spotlight: Jim Kolar

Stewardship Work Days

Pierce Cedar Creek Institute has been fortunate to have a guest over the past year that shows
up at the most opportune times and can often be seen hiking the trails or attending a program.
It’s not one of the many wildlife species that call this place home. It’s volunteer Jim Kolar.
Jim came to the Institute last summer in search of
a place to continue his passion for studying and
researching the eastern massasauga rattlesnake and
its habitat. He has not only helped immensely in that
regard, but has brought much more to the Institute
with his dedication to stewardship on the property.
Jim has provided over 100 hours of volunteer
service over the past year and frequently assisted
the stewardship department with a variety of duties,
including invasive species control, trail maintenance,
and native seed collection, which entailed spending
Jim volunteering as hike assistant at the Little
many days in the prairie harvesting little bluestem
Grand Canyon Wildflower Hike last spring
grass seed for prairie restoration projects. All of the
work that Jim volunteered to do has made him an essential part of the team at the Institute,
and he now serves on staff as the stewardship assistant.
Jim’s volunteering has not diminished since accepting the position of stewardship assistant.
He continues to help with many programs and hikes. His expertise includes knowledge of wild
foods and poisonous plants. His impact can also be felt during the Institute’s brunch programs,
as he regularly busses tables, washes dishes, and greets visitors.

Please join the stewardship staff
collect and clean native prairie
grass and wildflower seed from the
property. Seeds collected this fall
will be stored and stratified over the
winter and will be used in the new
greenhouse to grow prairie plant
plugs for restoration projects on
the Institute property next spring.
A special work day will be spent
preparing The Play Space for the
Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony.

Seed Collection

Thursday, September 14
Thursday, September 21

The Play Space

Thursday, October 5

Seed Cleaning

Thursday, October 12

All times are 8:30 – 11:30 am

The Institute is supported by an array of helpful, selfless, hard-working, kind, and generous
volunteers, and Jim Kolar fits all of these descriptions. He always takes the time to greet visitors he passes on the trails and offers up his
assistance to anyone who needs it. Thanks to Jim for his commitment to the Institute and for sharing his time—and passion—with all who
have the pleasure of meeting him!

A Place for Artists
As anyone who’s been to the Institute will tell you, it’s an ideal place for people of all ages—for
hikers, birders, naturalists, students, and researchers. According to many, including Richard
Jordan, director of the Plein Air Artists of West Michigan (PAAWM), it’s also a place for artists.
In fact, it’s such a great place for artists PAAWM has held its fall painting retreat here since
2011. What was once a three day getaway has grown to a popular weeklong retreat for
PAAWM members, as well as for artists from other groups across Michigan and northern
Indiana. These artists’ positive experience inspired Plein Air Troupe from Detroit to hold its
first weeklong retreat at the Institute last spring, making the Institute an increasingly desirable
destination for artists.

Brian Smith painting the shoreline of Brewster Lake

When asked what he enjoys most about painting at the Institute, Jordan replied, “Without
question the variety of landscapes at Pierce are an artist’s dream: lovely tall grass prairies,
beautiful beech forests, wide marshlands, twisting Cedar Creek, or misty Brewster Lake,
and that’s along a single trail. I also love the idea Pierce supports artists by giving them an
opportunity to display their paintings at the Institute.” For instance, this fall PAAWM artist
Carrie Lin’s work will be on display at the Institute in an exhibit she calls Painting the Beauty
of Nature; see page 11 for more information.
Not only does the Institute provide artists a multitude of subjects for their paintings, being at
the Institute also allows them to develop a stronger relationship with nature. Reflecting on his
own relationship with nature, Jordan said, “I sometimes experience an almost spiritual-like
emotion while painting within a beautiful landscape. It’s easy to see God’s work, and I feel
blessed to have the creative gift to paint it.”

Richard Jordan demonstrates his approach to
painting during the 2017 Artist Spring Retreat

If you’d like to see plein air artists at work in their “studio,” visit the Institute during the PAAWM retreat September 18 – 24.
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Supporting the Mission
ScienceStrong Update
2017 has been a year of milestones for the ScienceStrong program. Education Director
Sara Syswerda and the ScienceStrong volunteers have been working towards several
goals and implemented new programming to expand access to science learning
opportunities for local preK-12 students.
• Reaching More Students: We set a goal of reaching 4,000 preK-12 students with
ScienceStrong programming in 2017. By June, the program already had more than
3,000 student contacts.
• Field Trip Programs: We piloted a new field trip for kindergarten students in January
and February 2017, reaching all the kindergarten students from Delton Kellogg,
Hastings, and Thornapple Kellogg. We also launched a transportation scholarship
program for local schools to help offset bus costs. This fall we are piloting a new
field trip program for second grade students.
• Increased Opportunities Outside of School: We piloted an after
school science program in Hastings in spring 2017, we partnered
with Hastings Public Library to present the first annual Science
Night at the Library, which 420 people attended, and we had more
applications for our High School Summer Science Exploration
program than ever before.
• Increasing Support for Teachers: We have been working to increase
the amount of professional development available to teachers in
science in 2017, with five days of professional development for
early childhood teachers and elementary science teachers. We also
worked to increase the availability of materials to teachers through
our Lending Library.

Sara Syswerda leads a science activity for a preschool

Delton Kellogg field trip

Hitting the Links for ScienceStrong
The link between golf and science may not be immediately
clear, but thanks to a golf outing in June, ScienceStrong
is stronger than ever before. With an incredible amount
of help from the Institute’s friends who golfed, purchased
votes, and donated hole sponsorships and door prizes, the
Institute won the 14th Annual Bill Porter Memorial Charity
Golf Classic at Hastings Country Club. As the winning charity,
the Institute took home
50% of the proceeds—
an impressive $10,000!
This money will be
used to help cover the
cost of field trips and
in-school programs for
Barry County preschool
through elementary
school students, critical
components of the
ScienceStrong program.

Professional Development class at the Institute

Thank you to the many volunteers and donors who have
supported this program over the past three years.
We couldn’t have been successful without your help!

Thank you to all the teams that golfed
and to everyone who voted for the Institute!

Saturday, September 9

More information on the back cover...
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Calendar of Events
Barry County Outdoor Recreation
Youth Day

Saturday, September 9 at Charlton Park		
10 am – 4 pm
The Barry Conservation District and many
local conservation organizations will be
hosting the 4th annual Youth Day at Historic
Charlton Park. This free event will include
hiking, biking, hunting and fishing sports,
bird watching, water sports, working dog
demonstrations, and other recreational and
educational activities. Come spend the day
enjoying the great outdoors and discover all
the fun activities you can do!
FREE

A Latesummer Night’s Green

Saturday, September 9		
6 – 9 pm
See back page for more information.

Permaculture Design Course:
Natural Building and Energy Efficiency
Saturday, September 16		
9 am – 5 pm
Shelter plays an important role in the
sustainability of a homestead or farm. Learn
ways of building energy efficient buildings
utilizing simple, inexpensive, and locally
sourced materials. Lunch is included.
Members $85 | Non-Members $105
Additional family members: $55 each

Barry County Builds:
Kids Creating Fun

Wednesday, September 20
at Hastings Public Library		
6 – 8 pm
Makerspaces are popping up all over the
country as collaborative spaces where people
gather to make DIY projects, learn about new
technologies, and share ideas and resources.
The Hastings Public Library is hosting a
festival to celebrate and explore multiple
creative ideas in the same venue. Come learn
more about the maker movement and create
something of your own to take home.
FREE

The Play Space Ribbon-Cutting
Ceremony
October 5, 2017		
4 – 6 pm
See page 4 for more information.

Environmental Issues Forum:
Coldwater River Restoration
Update

Friday, October 13 at Barry Community Room,
Hastings			
Noon – 1 pm
In 2015 tree and woody debris removal
on a 13 mile stretch of the Coldwater
River from Jordan Lake to North Charlton
Park Road resulted in erosion problems
and bank destabilization. Professor Erik
Snyder and his students from Grand
Valley State University will discuss their
research documenting the current state
of the river ecosystem and changes that
have occurred as a result of management
activities. Sam Pyle of the Coldwater
River Watershed Council will provide an
update on the present and future river
restoration activities by the community
and Council. The forum will be held at the
Barry Community Room, located at 231
S. Broadway in Hastings. Participants are
welcome to bring their lunch.
FREE

Permaculture Design Course:
Nutrient Cycling and Waste Disposal
Saturday, October 21
9 am – 5 pm
Wastes from both the home and farm can
be valuable sources of nutrients. Learn
how to safely handle wastes, so they can be
converted into valuable nutrient sources for
the landscape and technologies like black
soldier fly composting, vermicomposting,
anaerobic digestion, and compost teas.
Lunch is included.
Members $85 | Non-Members $105
Additional family members: $55 each

Autumn Photography Workshop with
Josh Haas
Saturday, October 28
8 am – Noon
Nature photography takes not only being
aware of lighting, color, background, and
foreground but also a good plan and a
little luck! Local photographer Josh Haas
of Glances at Nature photography will help
participants learn and practice techniques
to quickly improve their photography
skills and chances of a great photo. The
workshop will include taking photos outside
and reviewing them with coaching on
composition and lighting from Josh.
Members $70 | Non-Members $90

A Tree Story Hike

Saturday, October 14
9:30 am – Noon
Trees are natural storytellers. Their tree
rings can tell us about past cultures,
land management activities, and
environmental conditions. This hike will
travel across old woodlots and highlight
the stories told by the oldest, largest,
and most distinct trees on the Institute’s
property. The hike will cover over five
miles, with some off-trail sections, and
participants should come prepared
for expeditious hiking with supportive
footwear, weather-appropriate clothing,
and water.
Members FREE
Non-Member Adults $6; Children $3

Candlelight Trails

Saturday, October 28
7 – 9:30 pm
Enjoy a lovely evening on candlelit trails
while taking in the colors, smells, and
sounds of fall. Stargazing and storytelling
also may be available if the weather is clear.
Join us in the Visitor Center for coffee, hot
chocolate, and a warm fire after your hike.
Members FREE
Non-Member Adults $6; Children $3

Bats of the World

Friday, November 3		
6:30 – 8 pm
See page 3 for more information.

October Brunch, Program, and Artist’s Reception

Sunday, October 8		
Brunch seatings: 11:30 am and 1 pm		
Program: 12:15 – 1 pm		
Artist Reception: 1 – 3 pm
Join Professor Jennifer Moore from Grand Valley State University as she recounts some of her escapades working with anacondas,
tuatara, boreal toads, eastern massasauga rattlesnakes, and Galapagos lava lizards.
After the program, stop by and visit with artist Carrie Lin, who will be available until 3 pm to discuss her exhibit and painting technique.
Member Adults: $17; Children $9
Non-Member Adults $19; Children $10		
(Plus 6% sales tax. Children ages 4 – 10)
Brunch Program and Artist’s Reception are free. You do no need to attend brunch to enjoy either.
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Calendar of Events
Holiday Gift Show and Lunch

Sunday, November 12
11 am – 3 pm
Lunch seating times:
11 am – Noon
12:15 – 1:15 pm
1:30 – 2:30 pm
For 15 years artists have been selling their
handcrafted and creative gifts at the annual
Holiday Gift Show. The artists generously donate
15% of their sales to the Institute, which helps
further the mission of inspiring appreciation
and stewardship of our environment. Members
receive 15% off all gift shop purchases the day
of the Show. By shopping, you will have the
opportunity to support both local artists and the
Institute. It’s a win-win-win for everyone!
The Institute’s gift shop will feature books,
puppets, and fair trade earrings and baskets,
as well as locally-made birdhouses and feeders
by Bill Stovall, who will also be here to answer
questions about his products.
The Gift Show is free and open to the public.
There will be a soup and sandwich buffet
lunch with appetizers, soups, sandwiches,
desserts, and beverages. Pre-registration and
payment are required for the lunch. Make your
reservation early as the lunches fill up quickly.
Member Adults: $15; Children $7
Non-Member Adults $17; Children $8
(Plus 6% sales tax. Children ages 4 – 10)
Please make your reservations early as the
lunches fill up quickly!

Lunch and Learn:
Forests of the Future

Friday, November 17
Program: 10:30 am – Noon Lunch: Noon – 1 pm
Climate change and diseases such as emerald
ash borer, oak wilt, and beech bark disease are
transforming our forested landscapes. Join Shawn
Kelly of the USDA Natural Resources Conservation
Service and Barry County District Forester Ben
Savoie as they discuss the changes occurring in
our forests today and what landowners in Barry
County can do. Register by November 16 to
reserve a lunch.
Program is FREE
Lunch: Members $10 | Non-Members $14

Permaculture Design Course:
Wood Burning and Woodlot Management

Saturday, November 18			
9 am – 12:30 pm
Wood burning can be a sustainable way of home heating. Learn how to manage
woodlots for firewood production and how to efficiently heat homes with wood.
Program will begin at Pierce Cedar Creek Institute and will include a visit to Fair
Lake Farm.
Members $45 | Non-Members $60		

Additional family members: $35 each

Art Exhibit
Painting the Beauty of Nature — Paintings by Carrie Lin
Carrie Lin is an outdoor painter who is often
inspired by the colorful and magnificent sunsets
or the sparkle of ice on the trees after a storm.
She says that painting has become her hobby
and passion since she retired from Pfizer as a
Software Design Engineer. She likes to explore
many mediums including oil, pastel, acrylic,
watercolor, and Chinese ink, but for the past
ten years she has devoted most of her time to
working with watercolors and Chinese ink. She
states that the main techniques in Chinese
paintings are fine brush painting, freehand
style and representational—work that depicts
something easily recognized: “My goal is not only
to capture the beauty in front of me, but also
convey the mood of that moment, to share the
feeling of being there with the viewer.”

Sunrise

Carrie is a member of the
Plein Air Artists of West
Michigan, Southwest
Michigan Watercolor
Society, and the Battle
Creek Society of Artists.
She has exhibited her
work at the Kalamazoo
Art Hop, Three Rivers
Juried Arts Exhibit, and
many other surrounding
locations. Her plein air
paintings have been
included in the annual
Wisteria
Painted Sanctuary
calendar issued by the
South West Michigan Land Conservancy.

Carrie’s paintings will be for sale and on exhibit at the Institute September
through November with a reception on Sunday, October 8, from 1 – 3 pm.

Register online at cedarcreekinstitute.org or call (269) 721-4190 for more information.
Pre-payment may be required for some events.
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A Latesummer Night’s Green is Almost Here!
Saturday, September 9
6 - 9 pm
The days are getting shorter, the air is getting cooler, and the time for fundraising is getting closer. Don’t miss your chance to be a part
of the fun! This year’s event—the 8th Annual A Latesummer Night’s Green—is the perfect opportunity to celebrate the season and to
celebrate all of the work the Institute does every day of the year. Enjoy amazing locally-sourced food, wine from Fenn Valley Vineyards,
beer and cider from Jaden James Brewery, and fantastic auction and raffle items donated by our friends in the community, including
getaway packages, paddle boards, a kayak, a fishing pontoon, an original quilted wall hanging, and so much more. Plus, Lori Moore, host
of The Lori Moore Show on WWMT, will be on-hand as our celebrity auctioneer. What a night!
By attending and participating in this event, you’ll not only have fun, you’ll be able to show your support for the Institute and its mission
to inspire appreciation and stewardship of our environment. All of the money raised during this fundraiser will support the programs our
members, our community, and our student researchers not only enjoy but have come to depend on.
Please join us and help us make this the most successful A Latesummer Night’s Green yet! Unable to attend? You can still help the
Institute by making a donation.
Visit cedarcreekinstitute.org or call Development Director Cathy Hart at (269) 721-4131 for more information on tickets, raffles, cash
donations, table sponsorships, event sponsorship opportunities, and a list of items available in the silent auction.
Ticket $50
A limited number of tables are available. Reserve your tickets early to get a table for the live auction.
This event is sponsored in part by the Douglas A. and Margaret E. DeCamp Foundation and Western Michigan University.

